HISPANIC GUIDES

A beginner’s guide to Hispanic genealogy = Introducción a la investigación genealógica Latino Americana, by Norma P. Flores & Patsy Ludwig, Geneal. R 929.108968 F663b

Las Californias: a notebook of history and genealogy, by Gregory D. Cosio, Geneal. R 929.209794 C82c

Capt. Bartolom Gonzlez & his descendants, by Joel Ren Escobar y Senz, Geneal. R 929.2 G589 Es18


Finding your Hispanic roots, by George S. Ryskamp, Geneal. R 929.108968 R994f

Genealogical encyclopedia of the colonial Americas: a complete digest of the records of all the countries of the Western Hemisphere, by Christina K. Schaefer, Geneal. R 929.107207 Sch294g

Genealogical historical guide to Latin America, by Lyman De Platt, Geneal. R 929.1072 P697g

Los Gonzalez de Nuevo Leon. Tomo I, by Guillermo Garmendina Leal, Geneal. R 929.37213 G185g

Hispanic American genealogical sourcebook, by Paula K. Byers, Geneal. R 929.108968 H625

Hispanic surnames and family history, by Lyman De Platt, Geneal. R929.4 P697h

The Mexican American family album, by Dorothy and Thomas Hoobler, Geneal. R 973.0468 H76m

Mexican-American genealogical research: following the paper trail to Mexico, by John P. Schmal and Donna S. Morales, Geneal. R 108972 Sch43m

Mexican and Spanish family research, by J. Konrad, Geneal. R 929.3764113 M366b

A student’s guide to Mexican American genealogy, by George S. Ryskamp and Peggy Ryskamp, Geneal. R 929.108968 R994s

Tracing your Hispanic heritage, by George S. Ryskamp, Geneal. R 929.108968 R994t

With all arms: a study of a kindred group, by Carl Laurence Duaine, Geneal. R 929.372 D85w

TEXAS

1901 parish census of San Fernando Cathedral, located in San Antonio, Texas, by Edward Trevino, Jr., Geneal. R 929.3764351 T729n

Annotated baptisms 1789 to 1823 of San Agustin de Laredo (present day Laredo, Texas), by Gloria Villa Cadena & Angel Sepulveda Brown, Geneal. R 929.3764462 V711a

Baptisms of Corpus Christi Cathedral, 1853-1872 (in present-day Corpus Christi, Texas), by Andrew Martinez, Geneal. R 929.3764113 M366b
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Baptisms of Eagle Pass, Texas, Our Lady of Refuge, Book I, 1863-1872, by Armandina Galan Sifuentes, Geneal. R 929.3764435 Si21b

Baptisms of Eagle Pass, Texas, Our Lady of Refuge, Book II, 1872-1875, by Amandina Galan Sifuentes, Geneal. R 929.3764435 Si21b v.2 pt 1 & 2

Deaths of Eagle Pass, Texas, Our Lady of Refuge, Book I, 1864-1907, by Armandina Galan Sifuentes, Geneal. R 929.3764435 Si21d

Los de la Fuente de Cuidad Guerro/Revilla, Tamaulipas, Saltillo, Coahuila y Texas, 1620-1842, by Jose Felipe de la Pena, Geneal. R 929.2 F952 P3

Genealogical & historical sources in the San Antonio area, by Olga R. Murray, Geneal. R 929.3764351 G286

Guide to Spanish and Mexican land grants in south Texas, by Texas General Land Office, Geneal. R 929.3764 G941

Index to the San Fernando Church baptismal records, 1731-1812, by Yolanda Juarez Patino and Dennis Moreno, Geneal. R 929.3764351 In22

Index to the San Fernando Church baptismal records, 1812-1850, by Yolanda Juarez Patino and Dennis Moreno, Geneal. R 929.3764351 In22s

Index to the San Fernando Church baptismal records, 1851-1858, by Yolanda Juarez Patino and Dennis Moreno, Geneal. R 929.3764351 In22f


Marriages of Iglesia de Nuestra Senora de Refugio: located at Eagle Pass, Texas, by Frances Aguirre Gomez and Daniel Gomez, Geneal. R929.3764435 Ag94m v. 2 & 3

Marriages 1854 to 1916 of the Graytown Church: La Capilla de Santiago (1854-1877) and Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe (1877-1916): located at Graytown and Canada Verde (Wilson County, Texas), By Doris Fisher and Larry Kirpatrick, Geneal. R 929.3764445 F522m

New guide to Spanish and Mexican land grants in south Texas, by Galen D. Greaser, Geneal. R 929.3764 G798n

Rodriguez memoirs of early Texas, by Jose Maria Rodriguez and Federico Martinez, Geneal. R 929.1 R618r

San Agustin Parish of Laredo abstracts of marriage, by Angel Sepulveda Brown and Gloria Villa Cadena, Geneal. R 929.3764462 Se63s v.2

San Fernando cemetery no. 1, by Larry Kirpatrick and Dennis Moreno, Geneal. R 929.509764351 K638v v. 1 & 2

Zapata County marriage records: 1982-2007, by Jo Emma Bravo Quezada, Geneal. R 929.3764483 Q39z

Zapata County roots revisited, by Jean Y. Fish, Geneal. R 929.37644 F527

MEXICO

Baptisms, 1791 to 1804, of Nuestra Senora de los Dolores de la Punta de Lampazos (present day Lampazos de Narahjo, N.L.), by Angel Sepulveda Brown, Geneal. R 929.37213 Se63b

Baptisms 1832-1855 of San Juan de Mata located at present day Allende, Coahuila, by Angel Brown, Geneal. R 929.37214 B812b

Baptisms of Our Lady of Monserrat Catholic Church, 1767-1799: located in Cruillas, Tamaulipas, Mexico, by Irma Garza Catu Jones and Maria de la Garza Dellinger, Geneal. R 929.37212 G199b
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Bustamante, Nuevo Leon (San Miguel de Aguayo): marriage records and family information 1708-1832, by Elisabeth K. Butzer, Geneal. R 929.37213 B985b

Los Gonzalez de Nuevo Leon, Tomo I, by Guillermo Garmendia Leal, Geneal. R 929.37213 G185g

Marriages of Monclova Coahuila, Mexico (1689-1822), by Mickey Margot Garcia, Geneal. R 929.37214 G165m

Marriages of Monterrey, N.L., 1667-1740, by Concepcion Perez Robles and Mickey Margot Garcia, Geneal. R 929.37213 R571m

Origen de los fundadores de Cadereyta, by Guillermo Garmendia Leal, Geneal. R 929.37213 G185o

Origin of the surnames Garza and Trevio in Nuevo Leon, by Toms Mendirichaga Cueva, Geneal. R 929.2 M523o

CENSUS
Census records for Latin America and the Hispanic United States, by Lyman De Platt, Geneal. R 929.108968 P697c

Censuses of Punta de Lampazos, 1753 to 1818: located at Lampazos de Naranjo, Nuevo Leon, by Frances Aguirre Gomez, Geneal. R 929.37213 G586c

Census of Real del Senor San Jose del Parral, 1768, at Hidalgo del Parral, Chihuahua, by Frances Gomez, Geneal. R 929.37216 C332


The first census of Texas, 1829-1836: to which are added, Texas citizenship lists, 1821-1845, and other early records of the Republic of Texas, by Marion Day Mullins, Geneal. R 929.3 M917f

Padrones y censos: Nuevo Leon, by Guillermo Garmendia Leal, Geneal. R 929.37213 P136 v.1 & 2

MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS
Hispanic Oral History Collection (#292)

Latinos in Western Michigan Collection (#321)

PERIODICALS
The Genealogical Record, Houston Genealogical Forum, 1963-2003

VERTICAL FILE HOLDINGS
Ethnic Groups - Hispanic-American